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REBECCA FEDERMAN: Welcome to Doc Chat. My name is Rebecca Federman. I am the New
York Public Library's, I'm one of the managing research librarians at the New York Public
Library. And for those of you who are new to Doc Chat, Doc Chat is a weekly program series
from the New York Public Library Center for Research in the Humanities that digs deep into the
stories behind the library's most interesting collections, and highlights ways that teachers can
incorporate them into the classroom. In this episode, Bogdan Horbal is joined by Professor
Smoki Musaraj, Associate Professor of Anthropology at Ohio University to discuss
photographing migration and ethnicity at Ellis Island. They will explore Lewis Hine photographs
documenting the arrival of immigrants in America at Ellis Island in the early 1900s. They will
discuss Hine's celebration of ethnic and cultural diversity as a manifesto against rising prejudice
and discrimination against specific groups of immigrants, and the targeting of those from
Southern and Eastern Europe for immigration quotas in the 1920s. Our guests will speak for
about 15 minutes before we open up the conversation. During the program, feel free to use the
chat function to share general comments. Just make sure that you change the chat mode to
panelist and attendee so that everyone is included. Once we begin the question and answer
segment, please use Zoom's question and answer function rather than the chat function to post
your questions. And if you wish to remain anonymous, that's fine, just make sure to click that
option before submitting your question. So right now, we want to learn a little bit more about
you, so I am going to launch a pole so that we can get a sense of our various -- what brings you
to the Doc Chat today. And I am then going to move it over to my colleague, Bogdan.

BOGDAN HORBAL: Thank you very much Rebecca and good afternoon everybody and thank
you for joining us. Before we -- okay, can we close this now? Okay. My slides do not move.
Okay, now they do. Before we begin with the main picture of this presentation, let me mention
that almost all photographs that we will showing today are by Lewis W. Hine who studied
sociology at the University of Chicago, at Columbia University, and at New York University
before becoming a teacher at Ethical Culture School in New York. Since 1904, he took his
classes to Ellis Island where he photographed immigrants. He propagated the use of
photography as an educational medium and the tool of social change. His photographs of
people arriving at Ellis Island put a human face on immigration rather than only seeing it as a
statistic. Here Hine portrays a young woman of Ellis Island in 1905. She was Albanian, and was
specifically described as an Albanian woman from Italy. She wore a traditional outfit, a simple
one, but I would say quite elegant. Professor Musaraj, what can you say about here and about
the broader topic of Albanian immigration at that time?
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SMOKI MUSARAJ: Thank you Bogdan and thank you all for having me here, for inviting me to
talk as a Doc Chat on this interesting subject. So regarding this photograph, I had first seen this
photograph of the Albanian woman at Ellis Island circulating in social media networks along
Albanian immigrants to the United States. I'm an Albanian immigrant to the United States. But
especially this was circulating among Albanian immigrants in New York. But while New Yorkers
might be aware of the most recent migration of the 90s onward, there was an earlier wave of
Albanian migration to the U.S. in the late 19th and early 20th century. This photo of the Albanian
woman at Ellis Island in 1905 is evidence of this earlier wave of migration. This earlier wave of
migration was much smaller than the recent one, but it was a very vocal and active group of
migrants. Albanian migrants of the 1900s were very active politically. They contributed to the
broader, diaspora efforts as well as forming dependence of Albania as a nation state, which
Albania did in 1912. And President Wilson was very supportive of this cause. The diaspora also
promoted Albanian culture, history in literature in the United States as many other immigrants
did at the time through the publication of various Albanian and English language newspapers.

HORBAL: As a side note, here I'd like to mention that just like the image of the Albanian woman
from Italy, the image of the Ruthenian woman of Ellis Island has made rounds in various social
media platforms among Ukrainians and Carpatho-Rusyns. It is by Augustus Frederick Sherman,
who worked as a clerk on Ellis Island from 1892 to 1925 and also photographed immigrants.
Some of these photographs are held by the NYPL and are available in our digital collection.
Sherman’s photo of the Ruthenian woman also made it to this mural by Eduardo Kobra. This
image not only continues to circulate, but also serves as an inspiration when you are. Some of
them are also displayed at Ellis Island including the Albanian woman from Italy with whom
Professor Musaraj's daughter posed for a pic.

MUSARAJ: Yeah. So I had a lot of fun finding this photo, looking for this photo, and finding it at
the Ellis Island Museum this past summer. I visited the Ellis Island Museum while I was a
short-term research Fellow at the New York Public Library, and where I was researching
Albanian language resources that the library had, which are extensive. But it was a really nice
coincidence for me to see the photo by Hine. The photo that I was exploring at the New York
Public Library digital archives to see them hanging at the Ellis Island Museum. And I encourage
all the viewers listening today to check out both of these resources and sites.

HORBAL: Immigration from Albanian, or should I say what was to become independent
Albanian as I had mentioned, in 1912, was part of a larger immigration from Southern and
Eastern Europe, which started to develop in the second half of the 19th century. And by the turn
of the century, it was well over a half of all new immigrants, and a few years later, a much as
70% of all new immigrants arriving in the United States. We can see on this annual report of
1903 that the number of immigrants from Austria and Hungarian empire and from Italy, and then
from the Russian empire was at that time significantly higher than those from any other part of
the world.
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MUSARAJ: Indeed. This immigration was responsible for creating significant immigrant
communities of Poles, Russians, and Italians as shown here in 1920 and the 1930 U.S. Census.
Albanian migration, as I mentioned earlier, was small in comparison to the larger migration of
Southern and Eastern Europeans. In 1930, there were about 8,000 Albanians, to round it up,
that were registered through the Census, and there were close to two million Italians, in the
same year, just for contrast. So Hine's photo of the Albanian woman is unique as it is the only
one in his portfolio of an Albanian immigrant among a series of photographs of individuals
representing the larger groups. Here I want to draw attention to the captions of Hine's photos.
Hine captioned these headshots by ethnicity and nationality. But there's no individual names of
the immigrants. And we should note also that a number of the nationalities represented here
were not independent nation states. Yet, the captions reflect the national awakening and the
dependent movement that were taking place throughout Europe at this time. Following the
collapse of the Ottoman Austrian/Hungarian and the Russian empires. The collection includes a
number of headshots of Italian, Russian, and what Hine describes as Slav or Slavic immigrants.
And this designation of a Slavic immigrant can be a little bit misleading because Slavic is more
of an ethnic group, which includes a number of nationalities. Hine also wrote small notes that
serve as a social commentary. He notes, for instance, the national dress of the Albanian woman
or the colorful shawl of the Lithuanian woman. On the headshot of the Albanian woman, he
writes, At times the island looked like a costume ball with the multicolored, many-styled national
costumes. That's how Hine draws our attention to how immigrants displayed their national
ethnic identity through their national dress. It is worth noting that at this time, it was common
practice among new immigrant communities in the United States to display traditional dress and
to perform or learn folk dances and songs from the native country. Hine is echoing these
practices in his photography. By stressing the details alongside nationality, Hine seeks to
underscore and celebrate the diversity of migration. Both the images and the captions are
dignifying and empowering of this migrant.

HORBAL: How were these immigrants from Southern and Eastern Europe received and later
treated in the United States?

MUSARAJ: Well, Hine is what we call a social photographer. He's a photographer of the
progressive era. And the message of his photos speaks directly to the tense climate around
migration at this time. This was a time of rising anti-immigrant sentiment, of nativism, and a
variety of social Darwinism. These sentiments and ideologies targeted the change in
demographics of European migration to the United States. While earlier colonists were primarily
from Northern and Western European countries, in the late 19th century European immigrants
started to include Eastern and Southern Europeans. Eastern Europeans included Poles,
Russians, Czechs, and Slovaks to name a few. And Southern Europeans included Italians
primarily, but also Greeks, Albanians, and others. So the other thing to note here is that while
nativism was strong in the 19th century, by the early 20th century we also see the rise of
ideologies around race and ethnicity and contributed to a different kind of nativism. This new
wave of nativism considered Eastern and Southern Europeans to be an inferior race compared
to Northern and Western Europeans. The idealism of race and ethnicity fueled American
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nativism and anti-immigration sentiments in the early 1900s. So again, it is against the social
context that Hine's photos contain a strong political and social commentary in defense of
migration more generally, and in defense of Southern and Eastern European migrants more
specifically. As mentioned earlier, Hine portrayed the Ellis Island migrants as dignified and proud
individuals. He continued to document the lives of these migrants in the U.S. in his other
projects. So he captured them working in some of the toughest jobs at the time, in construction,
in steel factories, and mining, in tailoring, in weaving. And we should know that Hine is most
well-known for his photograph of the living conditions of the working class people. He was, for
instance, a big critic of child labor as well. In addition to the photos of immigrants at Ellis Island,
the New York Public Library also shows a large collection of Hine's photos concerning labor,
housing, and social conditions in the United States. So the empowering photos of Eastern and
Southern European migrants spoke to both the working class struggle at the time as well as
against the anti-immigrant movement that reached the highest levels of government and policy.
The photos speak against a new set of measures such as the quota system and the 1924
immigration law known as the Johnson-Reed Act. These were measures that aimed at curbing
Southern and Eastern migration, and also to altogether exclude other groups that we haven't
talked about, such as Asians, some with prospects of naturalization and citizenship.

HORBAL: And what does history tell us about the categorization of ethnicity, nationality, and
race?

MUSARAJ: Well, one of the interesting things about revisiting these photos is that they remind
us of this important moment in American history where nationality, in addition to race, became a
key marker of difference and shaped migration categories and criteria. Nationality was
introduced to American hierarchal distinctions within the so-called white race category. So the
distinctions were justified by pseudoscientific ideas about races that we know now have no
scientific basis at all. Rather, the distinction reflects in the social and political construct of the
times. But this construct has real effects on people's lives, of course. The different categories of
race and nationality were then deployed by the State as a way to control migration and to favor
certain nationalities versus others. They were also used to exclude other so-called races and
nationalities from the benefit or even the possibility of American citizenship. The legacy of these
immigration laws and categories continues to be present.

HORBAL: But how have the categorizations of ethnicity and race changed over time?

MUSARAJ: Revisiting these photos for me underscores the categories of race and ethnicity or
nationality are not set in stone. They're not based on objective or biological criteria, but do
indeed change over time. But for one thing, one of the things that I have been saying here is
that the question speaks of the anti-immigrant sentiment of the 20th century and the
stratification of different European nationalities. Through these photos, Hine is trying to
humanize the Italians, Slavs, Albanians at a time when they were stigmatized and considered
inferior to other Europeans on the basis of ideas about race. Second, these photos also provide
evidence of how perceptions around categories of ethnicity and race change over time. So for
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instance, the status of Eastern and Southern European immigrants improved by the late 20th
century. These ethnic groups were progressively included into the category of white Americans.
The erasure of the differences took place through other sets of policies, such as the New Deal
and the GI Bill, which explicitly expanded the category of whiteness in the United States. Finally,
we see respectively how some categories marked as different at this time were not included into
the ethnic and racial categories that receive full benefit American citizenship. For instance,
native-born in Hawaii or Puerto Rico that were American, U.S. territories at the time were left out
of the quota boards’ calculations of American inhabitants. They were not considered American
inhabitants. Implicitly this category constructed notions of race that continued to be a part of the
census to the present. One category that was introduced at this time was that of Mexicans,
which in recent years has been expanded to include Hispanics or Latinos. Mexicans were
becoming an important immigrant group in the 1920s and some were actually born in United
States territory, in the southern part, which used to be a Mexican territory. In the quota system,
Mexicans were categorized as a separate category from white. Similar to Asians, Mexicans
were also racialized as one group, which at the time also were deemed inferior to whites. But
while, unlike Asians, they were not denied the possibility of naturalization, Mexicans were
excluded from the full benefits of American citizenship in other ways. Legal migration at the time
entailed visa fees and head tax, which for many of the Mexican immigrants who came to work
primarily in agriculture in the American South and Midwest, could not afford. So they entered as
illegal migrants. So this policy pushed Mexicans towards illegal migration. As illegal migration
was deemed a felony at the time, many Mexicans began to be deported. So some of the
policies and practices around border patrol and deportation that we see today, dates to this
period of time. So in other words, to sum it up, by revisiting these photos and this history, we
can see how racial categories such as the category white has changed over time and how other
categories would stigmatize and racialize. Not because of changes to physiology or biology, but
because of social and political factors.

HORBAL: Or, in other words, race and nationality have been used as social and political
categories rather than as scholarly or scientific terms. Thank you all for listening. This is all that
we have for the day.

MUSARAJ: Thank you.

FEDERMAN: Thank you and I have a special request to launch the poll again so that those of
you who weren't able to participate in it can participate in it. But we do have a couple of
questions that I wanted to ask. One question is, would it be fair to categorize Hine's
photography as photojournalism, activism, or their equivalents today?

MUSARAJ: Definitely photojournalism. I think that the term used at the time would be social
photographer, but definitely there were other journalists that were very much involved in similar
projects. The last image that we showed was by Dorothea Lange, and she was also known, she
photographed later, but she also was known for capturing the images of the Mexican migration.
She was similarly invested in a similar, sort of progressive era project. This is also a time where
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other journalists were hired by the government to raise awareness of different social issues and
actually Hine went on an worked for some government agencies when he was photographing
child labor, for instance. So absolutely, this is photojournalism, but also I think even more than
that. It really has a social photography, progressive era type of journalism that used photography
very much to educate and as a form of activism and as a form of increasing social awareness of
some of the most pertinent issues of the time. I'm not sure that I can speak to the present. This
is not really my area of expertise, but definitely in that era there were other photographers that
were working alongside Hine as well. Even Walker Let Us Now Praise Famous Men for his
famous men in the book that documented the depression. I think it's in a similar vein using
photography to raise awareness of poverty in the South at the time.

FEDERMAN: Another question. Can you elaborate on the categories of race, ethnicity, and
national origin that were constructed in the 1920s?

MUSARAJ: Right. So this is a very -- I'm going to give some answers here, but this is a very big
topic. And there's been a lot of new, let's say, historical revisiting of this over time, especially of
the production of the immigration laws of the 1920s, and how they constructed this category,
partly because these categories are here to stay. We still use this category in the Census. The
immigration law changed in 1965, so it's not the same quota. They now have the diversity
lottery, which is a different system, but the idea of quotas actually remained within that law as
well. Now in the 1920s one that was important, I mentioned in the presentation, but is worth
underscoring, is that although there was, there has been a nativism movement in the United
States prior to the 20th century, but it was in the early 20th century where a big shift happened
in the focus of the movement. Race became a really important source or criteria for creating
these hierarchies between different groups that nativism movement in the United States
adopted. Now these ideas about race and different races or different types were very common
in Europe at the time. So these were sort of global ideologies that were translated into American
immigration law or other ways of organizing and seemingly categorizing populations. So these
were global ideologies about race that thought of race as sort of biological race. So the different
biological races that have different characteristics. And the other part of this was ideas about
nationality and national character that was similar to racial ideologies. So these ideologies were
very much important to the United States in the early 20th century, and they were used by the
various actors that advocated for this quota system, that advocated for their hierarchical
ordering of the different European goals. So it was these ideologists that shaped the immigration
law of 1924. Just to give you one example, the 1924 law, there were three laws. There was one
in 1921, which was the first law, it was a temporary law, and this quota system was based on
the 1910 Census. And then there was another one in 1922 that changed the reference to the
1890 Census. And then the final law, the Johnson-Reed Act, also referenced the quotas to the
1890 Census. So why go back to the 1890 Census for the quota as opposed to 1910, because
in the 1890s, it was the Northern European, Western European migrants that dominated
European migration. Whereas, by 1910, it was Southern and Eastern Europeans that had
become a larger number. So by creating, by basing the quota system on the 1890 Census,
basically the government at the time mandated that we want more Northern Europeans. And, in
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fact, it had this effect. So after that Act, two-thirds of European migrants were from the North
because of the quota system.

FEDERMAN: So we have another question. There have been questions about the authenticity
of photos taken during the progressive era. By that I mean a number were read as spontaneous
were later discovered to be staged and not spontaneous. Do you have a sense of how Hine
planned or didn't plan his photos, how might this affect our understanding of them?

MUSARAJ: I do not know specifically, for instance, I cannot speak to them as an expert, but I
think just from looking at his photos over and over again, my sense is that there, some of them
are slightly staged, especially the head shots, of course. But some of them are, you can see
people in motion. For instance, the one with -- Bogdan can show us some of his photos, but
definitely, for instance, the Albanian woman photo I'm sure is a staged one. And the Lithuanian
woman. So these two photos are definitely staged. If you can stop on this one Bogdan, I really
like this photo. It's the Italian woman's photo. You can see several versions of this in the
collection with different captions. I'm really into these captions. So in some of the captions, it
captioned this photo, but with a broader frame as the Madonna or the Mona Lisa at Ellis Island.
So there's definitely an effort to provide a commentary on the photos. So they are not
photojournalism in the sense of just capturing things in the moment. So they are slightly staged.
For instance, in this one, you see the wire in the background, which provides the context of the
border. And a lot of other photos are like that. But the background is important, and it's usually
commented on by critics of these photos. So absolutely, I think that by staging these photos
Hine is trying to convey different messages. In this case, we really see the very stark images
against particular backgrounds that remind us that these are the pictures of the border of Ellis
Island. There are other ones of, you know, people doing bureaucratic procedures at Ellis Island.
So just to give you that sense of the immigrant experience, the gate. The other photo I wanted
to maybe revisit, Bogdan, is the one climbing up in America, which is, I think, a few slides later.
So, yeah, this one is a photo that is commented on a lot by various people. And I don't know if
this is staged. It seems not so staged to me. Again, I don't know, I'm not a photographer by
training, but I think it is more of sort of capturing the moment. But again, the caption sends a
particular message because here, you know, there is also this message of mobility, migrant
mobility, migrants coming into society and becoming part of the American society. And that was
a really important message that Hine was trying to convey through these photos of showing how
these migrants are, you know, good workers. They are productive, they are trying to engage in
society and become part of society.

FEDERMAN: Great. Thank you both for this presentation. Thank you all for attending. All the
links to these collection items and other resources along with a video, a transcript of the
episode, will be published shortly in a blog post on the New York Public Library's website, which
we'll send out to everyone who registered today. And you can also see previous episodes. The
easiest way to find the blog post is by subscribing to the research at NYPL channel in your
public library's blogs, and I will put a link in there. Doc Chats are held every Thursday at 3:30,
and our next episode, Tammi Lawson, of the Schaumburg Center for Research and Black
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Culture and the author and poet, Marilyn Nelson, will discuss Lift Every Voice and Sing, a
sculpture by artist Augusta Savage featured in the library's newly opened Polonsky Exhibition of
the New York Public Library's Treasures. Lawson and Nelson will analyze the intersection of art
activism, community, and expression as symbolized by Savage's iconic work. So you can
register for that. I'm going to put that in the chat so you can register for next week's episode.
And also please follow us on social media so that you can keep track of all the events as they
happen. So thank you all for coming. Thank you to Smoki and Bogdan, and we'll see you all
very soon. Take care.

MUSARAJ: Thanks to everyone.

FEDERMAN: Bye.
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